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An optimal compact embedding theorem related to the wave operator on an 
n-dimensional sphere is established. The existence of nontrivial 2n time periodic 
solutions of nonlinear wave equations on s” is proved in the case when the non- 
linear term g(u) N [u]~-~u, p is less than the critical exponent 2(n + l)/(n- l), by 
suitable approximation and variational methods, even though the associated 
functional does not satisfy the Palais-Smale condition for n odd. Furthermore the 
regularity of weak solutions is proved for n even by establishing a special L, 
estimate for the wave operator. 0 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will study some estimates on a wave operator which is 
very closely related to the study of the existence of time periodic solutions 
of nonlinear wave equations on Rx S” via variational methods. The 
existence of the critical points of functionals associated with the nonlinear 
wave equations and the regularity of the critical points so obtained will 
also be proved. We know that the Sobolev embedding theorems of the type 
Vq G L, play an important role in the study of the existence of solutions 
of nonlinear elliptic equations, more specifically, we must use them to 
check the Palais-Smale condition (see, for example, [6]), where Vq is the 
standard Sobolev space of all real functions f on S’ x S” that are in 
L,(S’ x 9) together with their first r derivatives. But in the case of non- 
linear wave equations, the standard Sobolev embedding theorems are not 
quite applicable since the reasonable Hilbert space H, which will be defined 
soon, to work with is very special. At least, the standard Sobolev 
embedding theorem cannot give us good estimates as we will see. So we 
need a better embedding theorem to study nonlinear wave equations. 
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We consider the linear wave operator 
n-l * 
Au=u,,+d,u+ -j- u, 
( ) 
where (t, x) E S’ x s”, n > 1. It is well known that the eigenvalues of A are 
n-l * 
Iq[,j)=I(l+n-l)-jZ+ --Y2- ( > 
=(,+Z.$-j)(i+f$+j), j,f=O, l,.... 
The eigenfunctions corresponding to A(/, j) are 
h,m(x) sin 9, b&) ~0s it, m = 1, 2, . . . . M(I, n), 
where q5,,Jx), m = 1,2, . . . . M(Z, n), are spherical harmonics of degree 1 on 
S” and 
Now we introduce the Hilbert space 
H= uE~52(S’xS”)l l141H= C I4Lj)l Iqi.m12+ 1 l~~,.~.~l*<~ , 
i L.1.m A(/, j) = 0 I 
where u/, j,m are the Fourier coefficients with respect to the orthogonal basis 
e”‘4,,,(x) in L,(S’ x Sn), ul,,+=U ,,-,, ,,,, and ii,Pj,m is the complex 
conjugate of u,, ,,m. Clearly H is a Hilbert space with the inner product 
(4 O>ff= C MLAl Ul,j,mUI,j,m+ C UI,,,mU1,j,m. (2) 
l.i.m I(l,j)=O 
First we should point out that we cannot expect to establish an 
embedding theorem of the type H 4 L, (p > 2), since 1) ~11 H = (I ~11 L2 if ~4 is in 
the subspace 
Ho= {u~Hlu,,~.,#O for %(I, j)=O} (3) 
and Ho is infinite dimensional in the case of n odd [ 111. So we can only 
hope to establish an embedding theorem H, 4 L, (p > 2), where H, must 
be a proper subspace of H in the case of n odd. The reasonable subspace 
H, is 
H, = {UC H~u,,~,,=O for I.(/, j)=O}, (4) 
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which is the orthogonal complement of Ho. We hope to find a p > 2 as big 
as possible so that J/u/IL, < c(p)[lu/lH, where c(p) < co. It is not hard to see 
that H, 4 W1’2,2 is continuous, and we recall a standard Sobolev 
embedding theorem that tells us that W’/***G L, (p< (2n + 2)/n) is 
continuous. Therefore H, 4 L, (p < (2n + 2)/n) is clearly continuous. In a 
previous paper [ 111 we have proved that 
I141.p~CpI141H (5) 
for any UEH, and p < 2n/(n - 1). In this paper we use an estimate on 
spherical harmonics obtained by C. D. Sogge [8] to get a better estimate, 
i.e., 
THEOREM 1. For any 2 < p < (2n + 2)/(n - 1 ), H, 4 L, is compact. 
It should be pointed out that Theorem 1 is almost optimal in the sense 
that we cannot get any estimate of the type llullLP<cllullH in which 
p > (2n + 2)/(n - 1). In fact, it is easy to see that H-norm is bounded by the 
standard Sobolev WI,*-norm, and W132 G L, holds only for 
p < (2n + 2)/(n - l), and W’,2 4 L, is compact only for p < (2n + 2)/(n - 1). 
Furthermore in view of the results of R. S. Strichartz in [9, lo] on the 
wave operator in R’ x R”, it seems reasonable to conjecture that 
I(uJJLp<cp(I~IIH for ueH1 and p=(2n+2)/(n-l), but we still have 
difficulty proving it. We also would like to remark that H, = H in the case 
of even n, that is, if n is even, Ho is empty, the problem is much easier to 
handle. 
In Section 2 we will prove Theorem 1, and in Section 3 we will apply 
Theorem 1 and use suitable approximation and variational methods to 
prove the following 
THEOREM 2. Assume that p E (2, (2n + 2)/(n - l)), and g(t, x, u) is 2~ 
periodic with respect to t and satisfies 
ld4&z)ld14P-‘+~, 
a*G(t,x,z)-aa,<&g(t,x,z)z-G(t,x,z) 
(g(t, 4 Zl) - g(t, x, zz))(z, - z2) 2 4z, - z2l p 
(6) 
Idt, x7 ZN =0(M) at z =O, 
where G(t, x, z) = ji g( t, x, k) dk, a,, a,, a3, a4 are positive constants. Then 
Au = g(t, x, u) (7) 
has at least one nontrivial 2n periodic solution u E L,(S’ x S”) n H. 
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Actually we can improve all of Theorems l-4 in [ 111 with 
p< (2n + 2)/(n- 1) instead of p<2n/(n - 1). (When n = 1, both 
(2n + 2)/(n - 1) and 2n/(n - 1) are understood as 00.) 
Various results on (7) for n = 1, i.e., the string equation, under 
reasonable assumptions on g are known (see, for instance, [2, 3, 71). 
Up to now little is known for n > 1, especially for odd n. K. C. Chang and 
C. W. Hong [S] have proved the existence of nontrivial 27r periodic 
solutions of (7), in case n is even, by finite-dimensional approximation. 
V. Benci and D. Fortunato [l] have proved that (7) possesses a nontrivial 
271 periodic solution in case n is odd, 2 < p < 2 + 2/n, and g satisfies (6) by 
duality argument. 
We also would like to remark that if g = 0 and n > 1 is odd, 
every solution to Au = 0 is 27~ periodic because u(t, x) = ((sin tB)/B) 
q(x) + cos tB#(x), where d(x) = ~(0, x) and $(x) = a,u(t, x)1 ,=0, B = 
-A, + ((n - 1)/2)2, and all eigenvalues of B are integers. In case n is 
even, Au = 0 has no nontrivial 271 periodic solution. 
In Section 4 we will prove the regularity of the solution found in the 
proof of Theorem 2. To be precise, we will prove 
THEOREM 3. There exists at least one nontrivial 271 periodic solution 
u E W2, ’ to the wave equation (7) provided n is even, 2 < p < (2n + 1 )/ 
(n-l), andgsatisfes (6)and (g’(u)l<c[lulpP2+1]. 
It should be remarked that regularity of the periodic solutions for odd 
n > 1 is completely open; the difficulty comes from the infinite-dimensional 
null space Ho. For n = 1, if g E C a and g is strictly monotone, H. Brezis, 
L. Nirenberg, and P. Rabinowitz proved that any weak solution of (7) 
belongs to C” (see [3, 7]), but their methods strongly depend on the fact 
n= 1. 
2. AN EMBEDDING THEOREM 
In this section we will prove Theorem 1; first it is easy to see that Hrs L2 
is compact. By the interpolation theorem, we know that it is enough to 
prove 
for any u E H, and 2 < p < (2n + 2)/(n - l), where H, is as in the Introduc- 
tion. In order to prove this estimate, we need to use a theorem about the 
best estimate of the spherical harmonics due to C. D. Sogge [8]. 
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THEOREM 4. Let H, be the orthogonal projection of u E LJS”) onto the 
spherical harmonics of degree I, then 
IIHJ II Lp~~p~n~~p-ll)/P-~(n+l~/2n~ Ilf II L2 zj- p>(2n+2)/(n- 1) 
II HJ-II Lo G c, 1 
(n-l)((p-22)/4p)((fllL2 if 2<p<(2n+2)/(n-1). 
(9) 
This theorem follows from the sharp estimate 11 H,fll C2n + 2),(n- 1l d 
c~("-1)'("+i)llfll(2,+2),(n+3) and interpolation inequality. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Now let us prove Theorem 1 by using Theorem 4. 
Set 
then 
where 
91, jtx) = C uI, j,mbl,m(x) 
m 
24=x $,,j(~)e’i*=ul +u2, 
1.i 
tik + ljl - [n/21, jtx) eii’ 
k=l ljl3mmax(O,[n/Z]-k) 
u2= f c I(r(jl-k-[C(n-l),21,j(X)e”‘, 
k = 1 lj( 3 k + [(n - 1 J/21 
[a] is the maximum integer which is less than or equal to a. We recall that 
(10) 
where p’= p/(p - l), i.e., the conjugate of p, set q = (2/p’)‘= 2(p- l)/ 
(p - 2), then p’q = 2p/(p - 2). If 2 < p < (2n + 2)/(n - l), by Theorem 4, 
(lo), and Holder’s inequality, let c(k) = max{O, [n/2] -k}, 
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x ll’4k+lj~-[n/21,jlJPL’~ I 
'/P' 
G:,[ ,j,~,k,li(k+lil-[~],j)/ Il~k+~,~-,.-2,,jli:,l’i’ 
(k + (jl - [n/23)‘“- ‘v2 (p-2,IZP 
x [ ,,E.,*, IW+ IA - C@l,j)lP”P-2) I 
,c~l~[,,,,k,I~~(k+lil-[~].i)j ll~k+~j~-~~~*~.jli~,]“* 
x 
L 
,jJo ;;;;;,y;,“::Jp - 2’i2p 
~c~l~[,j,~(k~l~(~+~~~-[~]~~)l 
l/2 5 
’ lllc/k+ ljl- [n/2],jllt* I[ ,j;k ‘j’ - 
p/~p-2,+(~-1,/2 1 
(p-2,/2P 
dC c p 
~(~p/(p-2,+(n-l,/2+1)((p--2,/2p, 
k=l 
XIIk~,~~~+,;lll,jl, lls,,,i,-,.-,,.il,~~]‘:’ 
,C,[~,,j,~~k~li(k+lil-[~].i)l ll~k+,j,-1~,2,,ill:;]“2 
d GA4I”~ 
where cO=c~km_, k - ( p/(P~2,+(n+l,lz,((P-*,/P,-I < oo 
’ 
since p<(2n+2)/ 
(n - 1) implies that (n - 1) p < 2(n + l), i.e., 
(n+ l)(p-2)<2p, A-_ 
n+l 
- > 0. 
p-2 2 
Similarly we have IIu211 LP < c,,I(u(I H for any p < (2n + 2)/(n - 1). So 
Il4I,~ Il~IllLp,+ Il~211Lp~d41”~ 
We finished the proof of Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
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The estimate given above may not seem extremely precise, since the use 
of Holder’s inequalities in several occasions entails some loss of precision. 
But as noted in the Introduction, the loss was at most the critical case 
in which p = (2n + 2)/(n - 1). For applications in following sections, 
Theorem 1 suffices. 
3. APPLICATION TO NONLINEAR WAVE EQUATIONS 
In this section we will use the estimate obtained in the previous section 
to prove Theorem 2 stated in the Introduction, i.e., there exists at least one 
nontrivial 2n periodic solution to the wave equation (7), if g satisfies (6). If 
we define the continuous self-adjoint operator L in H associated with 
operator A by the equation 
and if we set B(u) = in G(t, X, u(t, x)) dt dx, where u E L,, G(t, x, z) = 
j; g(t, x, k) dk, and 51 = S’ x S”, obviously BE C ‘(L,, R) and every 
u E H n L, that is a critical point of the functional 
Z(u)=fC<Lw u>“-4u)l (11) 
is a weak solution of (7). In what follows we will look for the critical points 
of Z(u). 
First Z(U) defined above is indefinite in a very strong sense, in particular, 
it is not bounded from above or from below, and does not satisfy the 
Palais-Smale condition in the case of n odd, since N(A) is infinite dimen- 
sional (see [ll]). But we can prove the following 
LEMMA 1. Whenever a sequence { uj} in H n L, satisfies I( < M, 
Z’(uj) = 0, then there exists a subsequence of (ujj which converges strongly in 
H n L, provided 2 < p < (2n + 2)/(n - 1). 
This lemma implies that for any a < b, the set {U 1 Z(U) E (a, b), Z’(u) = 0} 
is compact in Hn L,. Before we prove this lemma, some notations are 
necessary. Set 
H+ = {u~Hlu~,~,,=O if A(Z, j)<O) 
H-= {uEHIu,,~,~=O if A(Z, j)>O} 
Ho= {UE Hlz+,=O if A(Z,j)#O}. 
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Let P+, P-, and P” be the corresponding orthogonal projections. From 
now on we use the notations 
u+ = p+u, u- = P-u, u” = POU. 
Now let us return to the proof of Lemma 1. 
Proof of Lemma 1. We first prove that there exists a positive constant B 
independent of j such that llujll Lp < B and (Iuj/ N < B. Since uj is a critical 
point of I(u), then 
Mgz(u,)=; (Z’(Uj), Uj) 
=!i C g(l, X, Uj) Uj-j 
L J, 
G(t, XT ~j) 
R 
2G511~jllP,p-a7~ by (619 
which implies that llujll TP d I@, where 
definition of critical point, we have 
@ is independent of j. From the 
Cl = - (f(Uj), UJ’ ) = IlU,- ll$j + I, g(tl X, Uj) U,’ . 
Adding two inequalities above gives 
G lb,? -q II& IId 4 qllL,. 
Q c(P)llu~’ - !I’ IIH II dr3 x, uj)llLp~ 
G c(P)llujllff IIg(rY x2 uj)llt,~ 
(by Theorem 1) 
By using (6), we find 
Il”jll~= Il”,t IIL + ll”T II’, + ll”~ll:2 
G Il~jll~,+c~~~llujll~ll~~t~ x, uj)llL.p 
Q c(P)llujO~p + c(P)llujllffC(Ilujll L,p)p’p’ + l1 
~c(~)[(llUjll~p,)2’p+ Il”jllH((IIujllpL,)l’p’+ Ul 
<C(p)[A2’p+ (JUj(JH(lG1’p’+ I)]. 
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It follows that there exists a B> A such that llujllH d B, IlUjl/r, Q B, and B 
is independent ofj. 
Since llujllH < B, IIujjJLP ,< B, we may assume, without loss of generality, 
that uj- u in H and L, weakly. We are going to show that uj -+ u strongly 
in H and L,. To do so, let us define an operator z such that 
so we have 
(Lu, u) = 1 (h) u dt dx = (tu, u), 
R 
where (.,.) denotes the usual inner product in L,. For notational sim- 
plicity, we write g(u) for g(t, x, u). Since {uj>, j= 1,2, . . . . are critical points 
of the functional I(u), by (6), we have the inequality 
a~Iluj~ullPL,~(~(~j)~~(~)~Uj~~) 
= (d”jh uj) - (d”j), u, - (g(u)y uj- u) 
= (LUj, Uj-U)-(g(U), Uj-U). (12) 
We will compute the limit of each term on the right-hand side of (12). 
Since uj - u weakly in L,, it is easy to see that 
(g("),uj-u)4(g(U)p U-24)=0. (13) 
Note that zuj = g(uj), since 11 g(uj)ll + is uniformly bounded by (6), hence 
IIzujll 4, is uniformly bounded. Furthermore uj- u in H weakly implies 
that u,? -u+, and u,: -u - in H weakly. Note H + 4 L, and H ~ 4 L, are 
compact by Theorem 1. Thus we may assume u,? + u+ and uJ: -P u- 
strongly in L,. Note that (Lu,, UT - u”) = 0, 
(Luj,uj-u)=(Lui,u,+-u+)+(Luj,u,--u-) 
=(zui,u; -u+)+(zui,u,~ -u-)40. (14) 
Equations (12), (13), and (14) imply that uj + u strongly in L,. Further- 
more we can prove that u is actually a critical point of I(u) (for details see 
[ 111). Finally, we have 
Ilu,~ -u+1i2= (Luj-Lu, u,? -u+> 
=(g(Uj)-g(U), UT -U+)40. (15) 
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Similarly 
(~u,--uq~=(Luj-Lu,u,~-u ) 
=(g(uj)-g(u),u,- -u-)+0. (16) 
Combining (15), (16), and the fact that uj -+ u strongly in L,, completes the 
proof that uj + u strongly in H. Q.E.D. 
To study properties of functional Z(u) defined in (ll), now let us 
introduce some definitions: 
DEFINITION 1. Suppose that H is a Hilbert space and {PN} is a family 
of orthogonal projections in H. {PN} is called complete and L, bounded if 
1. H, = P, H is increasing, i.e., H, c E,, , , n = 1, 2, . . . . 
2. lIPNull <cpIIuIIL, for any UE Hn L,, 
3. PNu+u strongly in HnL, for any MEH~L,. 
DEFINITION 2. Suppose that Z(u) is in C ‘( H n L,, R) and { PN} is a 
family of complete and L, bounded orthogonal projections in H. We say 
that Z(U) satisfies the “projected” Palais-Smale condition in Hn L, with 
respect to {PN} if 
1. 4v(4=WIHNnLp satisfies the classical Palais-Smale condition; 
2. If USE H, n L, satisfies IZ(u,)l GM and (Z’(u,), a) =0 for any 
veHnLp, then there exists a subsequence of {u,> which is strongly 
convergent in H n L,. 
With these two definitions it is easy to state the 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that Z(u) satisfies the projected Palais-Smale con- 
dition in H n L, with respect to complete and L, bounded orthogonal projec- 
tions { PN}, and that for each N there exists a USE H, n L, such that 
a<Z(u,)<b and (Z’(u,),v)=O for any VEH~~L,, where a and b are 
independent of N. Then there exists a critical point u such that Z(u) E [a, b]. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let uN E H, be the critical point of IN(u) = Z(u)IHN 
satisfying a < Z(u,) d b and (Z’(u,), v > = 0 for any v E H, n L,. Since Z(u) 
satisfies the projected Palais-Smale condition in H n L, with respect to 
{P,}, we may assume, without loss of generality, that uN + u strongly in 
HnL,. Then Z(u,)-+Z(u)~[a,b]. Furthermore for any vEHnL,, we 
have, on the one hand, 
<r(uN), v> + (I’(u), v>, 
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and on the other hand, since (I-P,,,)u +O as N+ co, 
<Z’(UN)> 0) = (nu,), PhJ) + (Z’(u,), u-P,)u) 
=o+ (zyu,), (I-P,)u) -+o as N-,co. 
Therefore (Z’(U), u) = 0 for any u E H n L,, i.e., u is a critical point. Q.E.D. 
In order to prove Theorem 2, let us choose P, corresponding to the 
subspace H, of H, where H, is given by 
H,=(ulu,,,,=Oif ljl>N}. (17) 
In [ 1 l] we proved that {P,,,} is complete and L, bounded and that Z(U) 
satisfies the projected Palais-Smale condition with respect to {P,,,} by 
using the compact embedding theorem 1 and the strictly monotone 
condition of g, and also that IN(u) = Z(u)lHN possesses a critical value in 
[a, 61, where 0 <a < b are independent of N. Therefore Z(U) has a critical 
point u such that Z(U) E [a, b] by Lemma 2. Finally, a > 0 means that u is 
nontrivial; for details of the argument see [l 11. 
We should remark that the A, = A 1 HN are similar to elliptic operators, 
especially in that A, has finite negative eigenvalues and every eigenspace is 
finite dimensional. If uN satisfies ANuN = PNg(uN), then USE W2*2 by ellip- 
tic theory provided uN E L,. If n is even and p <2(n + l)/(n- l), then 
H n L, = H, and Z(u) defined in (11) satisfies the Palais-Smale condition. 
We can easily prove that there exists a nontrivial critical point UE H even 
without the strictly monotone condition on g. The detailed argument is 
omitted. 
4. REGULARITY OF THE SOLUTIONS 
First let us prove a trivial 
LEMMA 3. If n is even, p < 2 +2/n, then the weak solution. u to (7) 
obtained in the proof of Theorem 2 is in W’*‘(S’ x S”). 
Proof of Lemma. In order to prove this lemma, it is enough to prove 
that {u,,,} g=, is uniformly bounded in W1,2, where uN E HN defined in (17) 
is the critical point of IN(u) = Z(u)1 HN satisfying 0 < a < Z(uN) < b < CO, a 
and b being independent of N. (For the existence of u,,, see [l 11.) Since 
Z(u) satisfies the projected Palais-Smale condition, we know that {u,,,} is 
uniformly bounded in H n L,. Note that 
Z(Z+n-1)+j2+((n-l)/2)2 <c 
.I46 Al 2 
.7 
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therefore 
By the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem and Sobolev inequality, we 
have 
IlUNll WI.2 G cllAu,ll L2 G 4lg(uIv)ll L2 
<cc1 + ll~NllP,,‘,,1 
d Cl + c,ll~NII~p-B)(p- l) lbNll~~,,:,!(“-,, 
~cl+cllluNII~~~~“p-l) Ilu,ll$K’), (19) 
where 8 is determined by 1/2(p- 1) = (1 - B)/p+ ((n- 1)/2(n + 1))O. 
Hence 
(n+l)p=2(1-e)(p-l)(n+l)+p(p-l)(n-l)~, 
(p-1)8[(n-l)p-2(n+l)]=(n+l)p-2(n+l)(p-1) 
=(n+lU-P), 
(p- l)e= (n+ l)(P-2) 
2(n+l)-(n-1)p’ 
If p < 2 + 2/n, then 2np < 4(n + 1 ), i.e., 
(n+l)(p-2)<2(nfl)-(n-l)p, 
so that (p- l)O < 1, and (19) implies that ()u,..,ll a~.2 is uniformly bounded. 
Q.E.D. 
Next we are going to prove Theorem 3, which improves Lemma 3 just 
stated. Before doing so, a lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 4. If f~ L2(S ’ x S”), Au = f, and n is even, then for any 
2 < p < (2n + 2)/(n - 2), 
Remark Since W Is2 4 I (=,, + 2,,Cn _ 1) is continuous, ( 18) only implies that 
Ilull L~2n+2);~“-I)~CIl~~IIL,. Therefore this lemma is stronger in the L, sense 
than (18). 
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Proof of Lemma. We only need to prove the lemma for 2(n + l)/ 
(n - 1) d p -=c 2(n + 1 )/(n - 2). Suppose that f = Cl,j,mf,,i,m~,,m(~) PE L,, 
set 
fdx) = Ifi j,m4l,m(X), 
m  
then 
l.i==p- l jJj(x)e@=u, +u,, 
1, j 46 j) 
where 
4=f c 
1 
k= 1 ljf a E(k) 4k + IA - b/21, A 
fk+ ljl- [n/2], jtx) “9 
u*= f 
f 
1 
k=l j=k+[(n-1)/2] G-k- Cb-1WlJ) 
h-k- [p- 1)/2], j)lx) e”‘, 
and c(k) = max{O, [n/2] -k}. We follow the proof of Theorem 1, and set 
p’ = p/(p - l), i.e., the conjugate of p. Let q = (2/p’)’ = 2(p - l)/(p - 2), 
then p’q = 2p/(p - 2). If 2(n + l)/(n - 2) > p > (2n + 2)/(n - l), then 
(n - 2) p < 2(n + 1 ), i.e., 
2p [ l-- n(p- l)+n+ - 
1 
2 1 >P-2, P 
2P 
-[ ( 
l-n (p-1) n+l 
p-2 -- 
,1 
P -)I 2n * 
This implies that 
[ 1 
(P-2)/P 
C (k+ Ij()-(2Pl(P-22))C1--n((P-11)lP-((n+1U2n)l GM(P) < CQ, (20) 
ljl > 0 
where M(p) is independent of k, k = 1,2, 3, . . . . By Theorem 4 and HGlder’s 
inequality, 
/I c 
1 
k = 1 ljl> E(k) I(k + lil - CnPl, A 
fk + ljl - [n/2], j  e”’ 
II LP 
' ' [lsn(I, [ij/g(*,'(k+ ljl ' [n/2] j) k=l > 
xfk + lj( - [n/2], j  e 
q]r dl)lllp~~p/l) dxlllp 
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6 + IA - CGI) n((P--1/P-((n+J)/2n)f2P/(P-2)) (P-2V2P 
IA(k + ljl - [n/2], j12p’(p-2) 1 
<cktli[ 
l/l 
2 c
r(k) 
~~fk+~j,-,.,,.j~i:,]“2 
(k + IA 1 
?a((p- 1)/p-(n+ 1)/2n)(2p/(p- 2)) (P-2)/2p 
(k + $)2P/(P - 2) I 
G CM(P) f $ Ml, ‘Iby W)l 
k=l 
G collfll L*. 
Similarly we have lIu211 L, < collfll L2 for any 
2(n + 1 )/(n - 2). Therefore 
(2n + 2)/(n - 1) G p c 
l141Lp~ Il%llLp+ ll~2llL,~~0llfllL,. Q.E.D. 
Remark. It is well known that W2,* 4 L, is compact for 
p<2(n+ l)/(n- 3). It might be expected that Lemma 4 is true for 
p < (2n + 2)/(n - 3), but this is unknown. It seems doubtful that 
Ilull L2(n+l)/(n-3) G cllA4l L2’ It will be very interesting to lind out what pairs 
(P, 4) satisfy II41 Lp G 4M4lL,. This appears open even for wave operator in 
R’ x R”: q lu =J R. S. Strichartz [lo] proved (Ju(JLP < cl1 q ul(, (space-time 
integral) for all sufficiently well behaved u with compact support in 
R’xR”, forp=2(n+l)/(n+3), q=2(n+l)/(n-1). Note thatp=q’and 
(n + 3)/2(n + 1) - (n - 1)/2(n + 1) = 2/(n + l), which is the biggest gap 
between p and q that can be expected. Thus it seems reasonable to 
580/80/2-S 
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conjecture at least that ((u((~~< cIIAuIIL,, where p and q satisfy p= q’ and 
l/p - l/q = 2/(n + 1). There are some negative results about an W’*p 
estimate. W. Littman [S] proved that there exists no estimate of type 
ifp>,2n/(n- 1). 
LEMMA 5. Zfp< 2-t 3/(n- 1) ( < 2(n+ l)/(n-2)), then the solution to 
(7) obtained in Theorem 2 is in W’,2 n L, for any 2 < p < 2(n + l)/(n - 2). 
Proof of the Lemma. As in the proof of Lemma 3, it is enough to prove 
that ((~~11 w~.~ and ((~~(1~~ for any PE (2,2(n+ l)/(n-2)) are uniformly 
bounded. We already know that I(u~((~~ is uniformly bounded for any 
p< l(n+ l)/(n - l), therefore we only need to consider PE [2(n+ I)/ 
(n - l), 2(n + l)/(n - 2)). Note that p < 2 + 3/(n - 1) implies that p - 1 < 
(n + 2)/(n - l), i.e., 
(n- l)(p- 1)-(n+ I)< 1. 
It is easy to calculate that 
z(E E2~=(2(n+l)l(n-2)-&,)Cn+1-&,-(n-l)(p-1)1 
17 2(n+l-.s2)-(n-1)(2(n+l)/(n-2)-c,) 
+(n-l)(p-l)-(n+l) 
as E,, s2 + 0. Hence there is a a0 > 0 small enough so that 
I(&, 3 62) < 1 
for O<E,<E~, O<s2<e0. For any fixed 2(n+l)/(n-l)<pc 
2(n+ l)/(n-2), we choose po=2(n+ l)/(n-2)-e,, E, <E,, such that 
pep0 and p,>2(n+2)/(n-1). Th en by Lemma 4, and noting that 
Au, = Plvg(u,)7 
If 2(p - 1) < (2(n + 1) - Q/(n - l), it follows immediately that /IuJ Lfl is 
bounded. If 2(p - 1) >, (2(n + 1) - EO)/(n - l), we have 
ll~Nll~,~~ll~Nll~~,,e,‘,‘P,,~,‘_,,ll~~II~~,”-”~ (21) 
where 1/2(p- l)= (1 -8)/((2(n+ l)-~)/(n- l))+O/p,. It is easy to 
check that (p- l)f?=Z(sl, a,,). By our choice of E, and sO, (p- 1)8< 1, 
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and (21) implies that IJuN(JLM is bounded, hence lJu,J 4 is bounded. Since 
2(p - 1) < 2(n + 2)/(n - 1) < 2(n + l)/(n - 2), l(uJI w1.2 is also uniformly 
bounded by (18). Q.E.D. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3. 
Proof of Theorem 3. It is enough to prove that uN is uniformly 
bounded in W2,2. Let u,,, = DuN, where D is the gradient on S’ x S”, and 
uN will satisfy the equation 
Au, = pNCg’(UN) ONI. (22) 
Then for any p E (2(n + l)(n - l)/(n’ - 3n + 5), 2(n + l)/(n - 2)) (where 
2(n + l)(n - l)/(n* - 3n + 5) < 2(n + l)/(n - 2) for n 2 2 can be easily 
checked; in fact, 2(n + l)(n - l)/(n’ - 3n + 5) < 2(n + l)/(n - 2) is true if 
and only if (n-l)(n-2)<n2-3n+5, i.e., n2-3n+2<n2-3n+5), 
Lemma 4 implies 
IIfhIILj~ IWNIIL, 
dc 1+ 
( [i 
112 
Iu,12~-4 0; I) 
whereq=(n+l)(n-1)/3(n-2),q’=q(q-1)=(n+l)(n-l)/(n2- 
3n + 5). Therefore 
3 (n+l)(n-l)-2(n+l) 
2(P-w<2~ 3(n - 2) n-2 ’ 
and [JO u$P-~)Y]“~Y < A4 by Lemma 5. Hence 
IIb.IILpa4141L2q. a4lblly Ild~,~ 
where 8 satisfies 1/2q’ = e/p’ + (1 - 19)/2, 0 < 8 < 1, since 2 < 2q’ < p. The 
inequality above implies lluNll r, is bounded, so IIAuJI,, is bounded. 
Therefore llull W~.~ is bounded by (18), i.e., uN is bounded in W2s2. Q.E.D. 
In order to obtain a sharper regularity result, clearly we need “L,” 
theory of wave operators in the sense of the determination of all pairs 
(P, 4) such that Il4,G lMIL,. 
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